Hemorrhoids, dyspepsia, lumbago. Breast cancer in a thirty year old. The dreaded chronic pelvic pain.
There is healing in this re-telling. An expulsion, of sorts. A day's stressors washed away.
And, finally, we reflect.
"I saw this new patient today. Adorable. Gay. The whole time he was referring to another man. 'I picked Andy up from each of his three scopes. He'd better return the favor.' And, 'Andy told me to make sure I asked about my pressure, and to get my prostate checked.' "So I asked this guy whether he and Andy were a couple and he just chuckled. 'Nope,' he said, 'we've been best friends since high school. Moved out West together then back. Seen each other through bad relationships and tragic haircuts. But we've never even thought thought about dating.'" Steve and I muse on families we choose. The people without whom we're born but on whom we most depend. On the shocking improbability of finding one another in a vast and lonely world. It's a conversation we've had before, but we enjoy delving into it again.
We reflectively stab at our salads, and Steve resumes the ritual.
"I went to a patient's funeral this afternoon. He and his wife were best friends-childless and interdependent. And I was certain she was going to fall apart. Just throw herself on the coffin. "But when she stood at the lectern, she was absolutely. . .heroic. Back straight, eyes blazing, defiant. Magnificent. She made eye contact with us, Mike. Like she was daring us to pity her. She wasn't a wet rag but a steel rod. It was breath taking."
So we chat about resiliency and unanticipated strength. The unpredictability of who will and will not fold. About the ways in which we surprise one another, and how blessed we are to have the capacity for surprise.
By now we've finished eating and are ready to clean the kitchen. And can we choose our moment of death? Unhinge ourselves and let go? What that patient said: "I'm dead."
We go to our room to watch television.
People often ask Steve and me what it's like being physicians. Or if we enjoy our work.
My flip answer (Steve is kinder than I) is that it is intolerable.
"Can you imagine how paranoid I've become? How fixated on even the most niggling symptom? How I worry?"
A knowing nod drives my worst instincts.
"Or what it's like to wake each morning," I'll bray, "having only bowel dysfunction, anxiety, and low back pain to look forward to?" Sustained concern sends me in for the kill.
"I'm surprised I haven't quit!"
This assessment, of course, is untrue, but I keep it in my quiver for emergency use. Generally to pry myself from chinwaggers at cocktail parties, or if I sense the follow-up question will be a request for medical advice.
A second answer-which is factual but shallow-is that it is exhausting. We wake most days at an unjust hour, tire half way through "Glee," and have never found energy to audit the courses or attend the lectures we always thought we would. We both keep notepads at our bedside to keep track of uncompleted tasks, and often reach for them just as we're falling asleep or first thing in the morning. The work of caring for patients, it seems, is without end.
Our real feeling, however-the contemplative answer-is that practicing medicine is a gift.
Early in our careers, we were consumed with building clinical skills, so dinnertime conversations were more about tapping joints or cracking cases than being spiritually and philosophically challenged by our work.
As we've grown older, however, we've become more interested in patients' stories, as they lead us to explore how people inter-relate, cope with loss, brave intimacy, and face insecurity and death. Struggling with these "big" questions-and Medicine demands that struggle of us allmakes us broader and more insightful people. We are grateful for the challenge.
Steve and I also feel lucky to be a physician couple, as each of our work is familiar to the other. Sharing our "war stories" at dinner allows us to challenge and re-explore one another's beliefs, and in that way has become integral to the fabric of our relationship. Our work has made us a stronger unit.
It's bedtime now, and I've put my book away.
"Oh, my God, Stevie. I almost forgot to tell you." "What?" "I saw this guy today who kept getting urinary tract infections. And I worked him up and down and couldn't figure out why, so I sent him to a urologist." "OK."
